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Standard cosmological modelStandard cosmological model

Still Fits the DataStill Fits the Data
!! General Relativity + Uniform Universe      Big BangGeneral Relativity + Uniform Universe      Big Bang

"" Density of universe determines its fate + shapeDensity of universe determines its fate + shape

!! Universe is flat (total density = critical density)Universe is flat (total density = critical density)

"" Atoms 4%Atoms 4%

"" Dark Matter 23%Dark Matter 23%

"" Dark Energy (cosmological constant?) 72%Dark Energy (cosmological constant?) 72%

!! Universe has tiny ripplesUniverse has tiny ripples
"" Adiabatic, scale invariant, Gaussian FluctuationsAdiabatic, scale invariant, Gaussian Fluctuations

"" Harrison-Zeldovich-PeeblesHarrison-Zeldovich-Peebles

"" Inflationary modelsInflationary models



Quick History of the UniverseQuick History of the Universe

"" Universe starts out hot,Universe starts out hot,
dense and filled withdense and filled with
radiationradiation

"" As the universe expands,As the universe expands,
it cools.it cools.

•• During the first minutes, lightDuring the first minutes, light
elements formelements form

••  After 500,000 years, atoms form After 500,000 years, atoms form

•• After 100,000,000 years, stars startAfter 100,000,000 years, stars start
to formto form

•• After 1 Billion years, galaxies andAfter 1 Billion years, galaxies and
quasarsquasars



Thermal History of UniverseThermal History of Universe
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Growth of FluctuationsGrowth of Fluctuations

•Linear theory

•Basic elements have

been understood for

30 years (Peebles,

Sunyaev &

Zeldovich)

•Numerical codes

agree at better than

0.1% (Seljak et al.

2003)



Sunyaev & Zeldovich





CMB OverviewCMB Overview

!! We can detect both CMBWe can detect both CMB
temperature andtemperature and
polarization fluctuationspolarization fluctuations

!! Polarization FluctuationsPolarization Fluctuations
can be decomposed intocan be decomposed into
E and B modesE and B modes

 q ~180/l



ADIABATIC DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS



ISOCURVATURE ENTROPY FLUCTUATIONS



Determining BasicDetermining Basic

ParametersParameters

Baryon Density

Wbh
2 = 0.015,0.017..0.031

also measured through D/H



Determining BasicDetermining Basic

ParametersParameters

Matter Density

Wmh2 = 0.16,..,0.33



Determining BasicDetermining Basic

ParametersParameters

Angular Diameter

Distance

w = -1.8,..,-0.2

When combined with

measurement of matter

density constrains data to a

line in Wm-w space
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What is New in the Analysis?What is New in the Analysis?

!! More data (errors reduced by 3/5)More data (errors reduced by 3/5)

!! Better beam modelBetter beam model

!! Improvements in gain modelImprovements in gain model

"" Calibration uncertainty drops from 0.5% toCalibration uncertainty drops from 0.5% to

0.2%0.2%

!! Improvements in likelihood functionImprovements in likelihood function

!! Improved Sky MaskImproved Sky Mask

!! Better estimators for non-linearityBetter estimators for non-linearity



BeamBeam Modelling Modelling

!! Full Vector EMFull Vector EM

modelling modelling ofof

distortions in primarydistortions in primary

and secondary mirrorand secondary mirror

!! Calibration off ofCalibration off of

Jupiter, Moon, andJupiter, Moon, and

ground-based testingground-based testing
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Beam ModelsBeam Models



K - 22GHz



Ka - 33GHz



Q - 41GHz



V - 61GHz



W - 94GHz



Q band

V band

W band





ForegroundsForegrounds

!! GalacticGalactic

"" Synchrotron (polarized)Synchrotron (polarized)

"" Free-FreeFree-Free

"" Thermal DustThermal Dust

"" Spinning DustSpinning Dust

!! Radio SourcesRadio Sources









Fluctuations Appear to beFluctuations Appear to be

GaussianGaussian



FOREGROUND CORRECTEDFOREGROUND CORRECTED

MAPMAP



Reduced C2 =1.06 for l = 33-1000



ACBARACBAR

Reichardt et al. 2008 astro-ph/0801.1491



QUADQUAD

Pryke et al. 0805.1944



From Baby Pictures to TodayFrom Baby Pictures to Today’’ss

UniverseUniverse





ConsistencyConsistency

!! Baryon OscillationsBaryon Oscillations

!! SupernovaSupernova

!! Weak & StrongWeak & Strong Lensing Lensing

!! Cluster AbundancesCluster Abundances

!! Lyman Lyman aa  Forest Forest

!! Hubble ConstantHubble Constant

!! Stellar AgesStellar Ages

!! Deuterium AbundanceDeuterium Abundance

!! Large Scale StructureLarge Scale Structure

!! Velocity FieldVelocity Field



Additional Data Sets andAdditional Data Sets and

ParametersParameters
!! Since the other data sets areSince the other data sets are

consistent with WMAP,consistent with WMAP,

combining data sets improvescombining data sets improves

parameter constraintsparameter constraints

!! Supernova measure distanceSupernova measure distance

to z~0.5-1.  BAO to z~0.2-0.35to z~0.5-1.  BAO to z~0.2-0.35

!! Cluster and Cluster and lensinglensing

measurements constrain themeasurements constrain the

amplitude of structureamplitude of structure

WMAP 3

WMAP 5
  Chandra

Lensing

Viklinin et al 2008

Lensing results (Hoekstra et al. 2007, Fu et al.

2008)

Clusters (Rines et al. 2007; Reiprich and

Bohringer 2007)

Cluster



Dark Energy ParametersDark Energy Parameters

!! Viklinin Viklinin et al. used Chandra to determine et al. used Chandra to determine ““YxYx”” for a for a
sample of 400 nearby (z ~0.05) and distant (z ~0.55)sample of 400 nearby (z ~0.05) and distant (z ~0.55)
samplesample

!! Clusters measure Clusters measure ss 88 and  and WWmm.  When combined with.  When combined with

WMAP measurements of primordial amplitude yieldWMAP measurements of primordial amplitude yield
interesting constraints on w.interesting constraints on w.



NeutrinosNeutrinos

!! Presence ofPresence of

neutrinos haveneutrinos have

several effects:several effects:
"" Change matter/radiationChange matter/radiation

transitiontransition

"" Shift peak position (free-Shift peak position (free-

streaming)streaming)

"" Suppress growth of structureSuppress growth of structure

(if massive)(if massive)



Neutrino MassNeutrino Mass

!! Massive Neutrinos alter peak structure (limitsMassive Neutrinos alter peak structure (limits
~1.6 ~1.6 eV eV with with degeneraciesdegeneracies..

!! Massive Neutrinos suppress the growth ofMassive Neutrinos suppress the growth of
structure.  Combined with structure.  Combined with lensinglensing/galaxy/galaxy
surveys/Lyman surveys/Lyman aa  can give stronger constraints. can give stronger constraints.



InflationInflation

!! Spectral index < 1Spectral index < 1

!! Constraint on tensorConstraint on tensor

modes improvesmodes improves

(particularly with(particularly with

SN+BAO in LCDM)SN+BAO in LCDM)



Inflationary ModelsInflationary Models

One field models

Multi field models



ConclusionsConclusions

!! Cosmology is in a golden age!Cosmology is in a golden age!

!! Advances in technology are enabling us toAdvances in technology are enabling us to

probe the physics of the very earlyprobe the physics of the very early

universe and the birth of structureuniverse and the birth of structure

!! So far, the standard model appears to fitSo far, the standard model appears to fit

the data, but stay tuned!the data, but stay tuned!

Coming Soon!


